An explicit, three-dimensional, coupled Navier-Stokes/k-e technique has been developed and successfully applied to complex internal flow calculations. Several features of the procedure, which enable convergent and accurate calculation of high Reynolds number twodimensional cascade flows have been extended to three-dimensions, including a low Reynolds number compressible form of the k-E turbulence model, local timestep specification based on hyperbolic and parabolic stability requirements, and eigenvalue and local velocity scaling of artificial dissipation operators. A flux evaluation procedure which eliminates the finite difference metric singularity, at leading and trailing edges, on H-and C-grids, is presented. The code is used to predict the pressure distribution, primary velocity and secondary flows in an incompressible, turbulent curved duct flow for which CFD validation quality data is available. Also, a subsonic compressor rotor passage, for which detailed laser, rotating hot-wire and five-hole pressure probe measurements have been made is computed. Detailed comparisons between predicted and measured core flow and near wall velocity profiles, wake profiles, and spanwise mixing effects downstream of the rotor passage are presented for this case. It is found that the technique provides accurate and convergent engineering simulation of these complex turbulent flows.
Full Navier-Stokes computation of steady three-dimensional turbulent flows has become more common as available digital computer speed and memory have increased. At present, high Reynolds number, three-dimensional turbomachinery passage flows have been computed by a number of researchers using on the order of 10 5 mesh pointsl. The central memory and CPU time requirements for such calculations have been prohibitive until recently, and still, the grid resolution provided by meshes of this size are not adequate to provide grid converged, detailed viscous flow predictions. However, the state of the art seems to be the reasonable prediction of global threedimensional vorticity distributions at design and off design conditions. Such predictions provide improved physical insight into the complex flow physics occurring in turbomachines, and show promise as design analysis tools.
Though explicit time-marching Navier-Stokes procedures have been used by several researchers to compute viscous turbomachinery flows [see Chima and Yokota (1988) , Kirtley, Beach and Adamczyk (1989) , Subramanian (1989) for example], higher order turbulence models have not been incorporated in these codes. This may be due, in part, to the perceived stiffness associated with pure explicit treatment of transport equations which contain large nonlinear source terms, and the well behaved stability characteristics of the algebraic eddy-viscosity models employed. In earlier work by the present authors [Kunz and Lakshminarayana (1990), (1991) ], numerical and analytical results have shown that the stiffness associated with computing two-and three-dimensional high Reynolds number flows on highly stretched grids arise from hyperbolic and parabolic stability constraints associated with computation of the mean flow transport equations in regions of large grid clustering and large effective diffusivities, not from the presence of source terms in the k and a equations. Accordingly, in the former work, the authors used an uncoupled twodimensional Navier-Stokes/k-E technique, applied to two high Reynolds number cascade flow computations, and obtained good convergence rates and accuracy to within the capabilities of the turbulence model.
In the present work a coupled three-dimensional Navier-Stokes/k-e procedure, based on extensions of the aforementioned two-dimensional work, is developed and applied to complex three-dimensional internal flows. The finite difference flux evaluation scheme, applicable to twoand three-dimensional computations, is presented. This discretization scheme avoids the metric ambiguity problem, associated with standard finite difference spatial discretization, at the interface between periodic and solid boundaries, and retains the accuracy and stability properties of a compact differencing molecule. Three-dimensional extensions of the compressible low-Reynolds number k-c model and the artificial dissipation eigenvalue scalings used are presented. The method is validated by providing detailed comparisons between the computed flow and CFD validation quality experimental measurements of an incompressible turbulent curved duct flow. The technique is next applied to a complex compressor rotor flow, where comparisons between computation and extensive flowfield measurements are presented. Conclusions are then drawn, based on this computation, on the capabilities and limitations of the approach in accurately predicting flowfield parameters of use to the turbomachinery engineer.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND TURBULENCE MODEL
In the present development, the density-weighted time averaging developed by Favre (1965) is used. This decomposition has advantages in flow computations with variable density (see Jones (1980) . Specifically, the averaged governing equations are of simpler form and the physical interpretation of terms in the equations is clearer than when conventional time averaging is used. Reynolds (time) averaging, defined for a scalar, 4, as
is used for pressure, density, molecular stress tensor and molecular heat flux vector. Favre (density-weighted time) averaging, defined for scalar, 0, as
is used for velocity components, internal energy, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent energy dissipation rate.
The resulting coupled, Favre averaged three-dimensional Navier-Stokes and k and e equations can be written in conservative form in generalized body fitted coordinates as :
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The particular form of low Reynolds number model used in the code was originally devised by Chien (1982) for incompressible flow. For this model, the constants and functions in Equations 4 through 9 are (5)
given by fµ = 1 -exp(-.0115y') , ft = 1 , f2 = 1 -2 exp(-RT/36) =J. The wall proximity length scale, 1, used in Equations 10, accounts for the influence of adjacent walls (such as blade-endwall corners), and is _ 1
defined as In k , where !n and l^ are absolute distances from the the closest solid boundary in the two crossflow directions. In turbomachinery computations, where r corresponds to the pitchwise coordinate, I is replaced by absolute distance from leading or trailing edge, upstream and downstream of the blade respectively. In the tip gap region, a more complicated specification is used as provided in Kunz (1991) .
The transport variable, c, used in this model is the isotropic component of the dissipation rate. It should be noted, that although the k-e equations have been cast in compressible form, the modelling assumptions invoked here are essentially those for incompressible flow. Specifically, terms in the unmodelled e equation which contain density fluctuation terms, p', are neglected. Also, additional pressure diffusion terms which arise in the turbulent kinetic energy equation, due to the Favre averaging procedure, are neglected.
No thin layer approximations are made in either the mean flow or turbulence transport equations.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION

Discretization
The flow solver used in the present studies incorporates a standard 4stage Runge-Kutta scheme as first applied to Euler calculations by Jameson. Schmidt and Turkel (1981) ,
Here, the residual, R, is defined according to JI (12) The scheme is fourth order accurate in time. Viscous and source terms are evaluated prior to the first stage, convective terms are computed at every stage.
Flux Evaluation
A finite difference discretization (for evaluation of inviscid and viscous fluxes), which avoids the metric singularity at the interface between periodic and solid wall boundaries (i.e. H-grid leading and trailin_ edges) that occurs in standard finite difference approaches, has been adopted. This scheme, presented here, removes ambiguity in metric evaluation at such boundaries, and results in a more compact differencing molecule at all mesh points. In the present discussion, a two-dimensional formulation is presented for the purpose of brevity ile / i ni Physical Plane where -The The former gives rise to a 13 point differencing molecule (33 point in three dimensions) for the viscous fluxes. The stability, accuracy and convenient application of boundary conditions all suffer by using such a large differencing molecule when evaluating dissipation fluxes, so only the second form in Equation 13_ will be considered here. Referring again to Figure 1 , evaluation of E i+l/2,j and Ev i+1/2,j require values of the transport variables, pressure and effective diffusivities at i+1/2. These are obtained unambiguously by averaging values at i and i+1. However, if the metric terms required at i+l/2 are averaged in the same fashion, the metric ambiguity problem mentioned above manifests itself. To see this consider the evaluation o f E i+1/2,j at ile-1 as illustrated in Figure Here, x^ and y4 are not uniquely defined at i = ile, because either the a suction or pressure side branch can be considered in evaluating a^. This difficulty is avoided, in the present technique, in that all metrics used in flux computations are evaluated directly, halfway between grid points in the computational domain. Once again referring to Figure 1, at i+1/2, we have the metric quantities as defined in Equation 14, where discretization at i+1/2 is given as :
Expressions similar to Equation 15 are used to evaluate fluxes in the n directions at j+1/2. This discretization is second order accurate on a square grid. Extension of this procedure to three dimensions is straightforward.
Local Timestepping
To accelerate the solution to steady state, locally varying timesteps are computed based on a linear stability analysis of the discretized Navier-Stokes equations. This linear stability analysis of the discrete coupled 7 x 7 system, is presented in a separate work ], and provides the following local timestep specification :
Here, IMAG and REAL are input parameters corresponding to operational CFL and VonNeumann numbers chosen to ensure stability, and S4, S,1 and Sc are artificial dissipation scale factors, discussed in the next section. The first term in the brackets in Equation 16 arises from the convection operators, the latter terms correspond to physical and artificial dissipation. The influence of machine rotation, turbulence quantities and nonorthogonality metrics do not appear in this stability specification, as justified by an order of magnitude analysis carried out in . It is shown there, that for high Reynolds number flow computations on most grid topologies, it is crucial to incorporate parabolic stability infotmatiori in the specification of a local timestep when a two equation model is used. Further, it is shown, that it is primarily hyperbolic and parabolic stability constraints associated with grid clustering, and not the stiffness associated with large source terms in the turbulence transport equations, which give rise to slower convergence rates for turbulent flow computations on highly stretched meshes.
Artificial Dissipation
Central difference schemes applied to hyperbolic equations that do not contain any inherent dissipation require the addition of artificial dissipation, to damp high wave number disturbances. These disturbances can be introduced into linear problems through inconsistent boundary condition treatment or machine roundoff error. In non-linear problems, such disturbances can also be introduced through aliasing of sub-grid scale non-linear disturbances, to lower, resolvable wave numbers. Even for viscous flow calculations, artificial dissipation must be introduced into the scheme because the physical viscous terms are only effective in damping frequencies at higher wave numbers than can be resolved on practical grids. Accordingly, in the present work, artificial dissipation is added to the discretized mean flow equations as
N+a 0^' 0 ç (20) R = -aE° + aF` + aC'° + aE" + aF" + aC -'" + D(Q) +S 1 a ac / 1 a a^ (17) For the subsonic flows considered herein, D(Q) represents a fourth difference nonconservative artificial dissipation operator given by :
These fourth difference operators are included to damp high w" 'e number errors.
For high Reynolds number two-dimensional flow computations on highly stretched meshes, two artificial dissipation scalings are invoked in the specification of S 44, S4,, S. Specifically, an eigenvalue scaling similar to that devised by Martinelli (1987) , and a local square of velocity scaling are invoked to improve the accuracy and convergence of the scheme. For the eigenvalue scaling, a straightforward extension to three-dimensions proposed here as :
where a is chosen between 0 and 1 corresponding to anisotropic and isotropic scalings respectively, and 1(4 is chosen to be approximately 0.02. For choices of a near 0, this scaling provides adequate smoothing in the direction of the dissipation operator, without introducing excessive smoothing in the other two directions. Equations 19, though similar to Martinelli's original expression and a three-dimensional extension recently provided by Radespiel et al. (1990) , has the advantage of not increasing levels of dissipation in the fl direction as the grid is refined in this direction [details in Kunz (1991) ]. Typically, for two-dimensional flow computations, a is chosen between 1/2 and 2/3. It has been the experience of the authors that for the three-dimensional rotor flow calculation undertaken herein, a much lower value of a (a = 0.1 was used) is required to obtain a convergent solution. In Equation 19 , At,^, At, At cc, are timesteps corresponding to unit CFL limit for the inviscid one-dimensional problem in each direction,
The choice of unit scaling in the numerators of Equation 20 ensures that the steady state solution will be independent of the operational CFL limit used to compute local timesteps.
In the present work, the scaling functions, S 4, in Equation 19 are also multiplied by a normalized square of the local relative velocity, W2/W2ref, for the momentum equations. Similar approaches have been shown [see Davis et al. (1986) , Kunz and Lakshminarayana (1990) for example] to be important in reducing artificial dissipation in near wall regions to levels which do not contaminate physical dissipation fluxes. The reference relative velocity scale, Wref, is chosen to be of the same order as the freestream velocity.
Boundary and Initial Conditions
Along blade surfaces the no-slip condition is imposed upon the velocities, pressure is extrapolated from adjacent grid points, and density is computed based on specified wall temperature or heat transfer rate. Also, turbulent kinetic energy and isotropic dissipation rate are set to zero along solid boundaries, as discussed in the turbulence model section.
Considering the E, direction only, the inviscid form of Equation 3 Accordingly, at subsonic inflow boundaries, total temperature profile and constant values of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate are specified. Following Kirtley et al. (1990) , for subsonic rotor flow computations, inlet flow angles and the axial component of mass flux are specified, and the static pressure is extrapolated along 11 = constant grid lines from the interior of the computational domain. This allows the user to impose a desired operating flow coefficient quite precisely, without having to adjust exit static pressure so as to pass the appropriate mass flow to match the flow coefficient. For most other calculations, including the duct flow computation presented herein, either flow angle or crossflow velocity components and total pressure profile are specified, and the Rcharacteristic is extrapolated along rl = constant grid lines from the interior of the computational domain. At subsonic outflow boundaries, static pressure is specified and velocity components, entropy, k and a are extrapolated along rl = constant grid lines. For annular geometries, a simplified radial equilibrium equation ap v02 ar pr (21) is used to integrate a specified hub exit static pressure in the radial direction to provide the exit pressure distribution. Along periodic boundaries, cyclic information is used when discretizing derivatives in the rl direction.
The constant values of k and e, which are imposed at the inflow boundary, are based on specified freestream turbulence intensity and length scale,
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Typically , the freestream length scale is set between .001 and .01 times the blade spacing at midpassage.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computational Considerations
The code has been validated for a variety of laminar and turbulent twodimensional flows as well as for three-dimensional laminar flow in a highly curved duct of square cross-section. Three-dimensional turbulent flow validation is provided by the computational results presented below. For three-dimensional turbulent flow calculations, with all viscous terms and complete turbulence energy production term, the fully vectorized code executes at 9.5 x 10 -5 CPU seconds / (gridpoint * iteration) on the NAS Cray 2 at the NASA Ames Research Center, 6.0 x 10 -5 CPU seconds / (gridpoint * iteration) on the Cray Y-MP 8/32 at the Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center and 11.5 x 10 -5 CPU seconds / (gridpoint * iteration) on the IBM 3090-600S at the Center for Academic Computing at Penn State University. As shown in Kunz and Lakshminarayana (1990) , the convergence penalty for implementing a two-equation model in a purely explicit procedure is small. The two additional transport equations, which require floating point intensive, and only partially vectorizable, source term and eddy viscosity computations give rise to an overall factor of 1.47 in execution rate over laminar flow computations on the Cray 2.
Turbulent Flow in a 90 0 Bending Duct of Square Cross-Section
The ability of the present approach to predict three-dimensional turbulent flows was verified by computing an incompressible duct flow investigated experimentally by Taylor et al. (1981) . The bulk velocity of water through the 90° bending duct of square cross-section was 1.20 m/s. This corresponds to a Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter of approximately 40000 and a Dean number of approxi rately 18700. A short inlet extension to the duct was designed by the experimenters to provide thin inlet boundary layers at the bend entrance. In earlier work by Humphrey et al. (1981) , the same facility was fitted with a longer inlet section so as to provide fully developed turbulent velocity profiles near the bend entrance. The thinner inlet velocity profiles of the present case give rise to weaker, but significant, secondary motions in the bending portion of the duct, and therefore this case provides an appropriate three-dimensional test case for the numerical scheme and the turbulence model.
An interesting difficulty in computing this flow arises from the fact that the velocity profiles near the bend inlet are significantly influenced by the development of secondary motions of the second kind in the the straight duct section upstream of the bend. Accurate computation of secondary motion within the duct relies primarily on rotational inviscid transport of an accurately prescribed inlet transverse vorticity profile [see Lakshminarayana and Horlock (1973) for example]. However, isotropic eddy viscosity models are incapable of predicting the Reynolds stress anisotropies which give rise to secondary motion of the second kind and therefore the "bowed" inlet velocity profiles these motions give rise to. This difficulty seems to discount the use of a computational mesh with an inlet extension corresponding to the experimental apparatus, if the present two-equation turbulence model is used. In the present work, this difficulty is overcome by setting the inlet boundary very close to the bend inlet. Measured velocity and pressure distributions are used to provide inlet boundary conditions which are physically plausible enough to allow a convergent Navier-Stokes solution despite the proximity of the inlet boundary to regions of the flow where significant flowfield gradients exist.
In Figure 2a , the 81 x 41 x 21 computational mesh for this calculation is shown. The half duct is computed here to exploit the symmetry of the problem. Grid spacing at the wall is 0.00033 times the duct height which gave rise to wall adjacent grid point values of y+ < 1.5 along the entire length of the duct. The inlet extension lies 1/4 hydraulic diameter upstream of the bend entrance. Measured primary velocity magni a ics and the radial static pressure distribution at this location were interpolated onto the inlet grid plane. A composite law-of-the-wall due to Spaulding [see White (1974) for instance] was used to approximate the primary velocities between the wall and the first measurement location away from the wall. The simulation was run with an average inlet Mach number close to 0.2, and the subsonic Reimann extrapolation boundary condition described above was used, to accommodate the compressible formulation of the flow solver. Inlet total pressure and temperature profiles were specified from the above prescriptions and the assumption of constant inlet static temperature. Additionally, zero inlet flow angles and a back pressure adjusted to pass the mass flow necessary to achieve Reynolds number similarity were specified. Inlet turbulence intensity was set to 3% corresponding to approximate measured inlet average intensity.
The code was run for 3000 iterations, at which point the RMS density and turbulent kinetic energy residuals had dropped 3 orders of magnitude. The computation was then stopped, since the pressure and primary and secondary velocity fields remained unchanged after about 2500 iterations. The convergence history for this computation is shown in Figure 2b . This computation required approximately 7 hours on the IBM 3090-600S. At convergence, the parabolic stability constraint was less restrictive than the hyperbolic constraint for all of the grid points in the domain, that is At > At, everywhere. This is due to the fact that since the duct walls (and hence the near wall damping effects in the low-Reynolds number turbulence model) extend from inlet to exit, there is no region in the computed flow where both large effective diffusivities and large grid metrics occur. Therefore, the first term in Equation 16 is less than the second at every grid point.
In Figure 3 , the predicted streamwise distribution of pressure coefficient along the symmetry plane is presented. Agreement between the experiment and the computation at all five radial locations is very good. The high wave number pressure oscillations near the inlet section are attributed to the proximity of the imposed inlet boundary conditions to the bend.
Streamwise velocities are plotted in contour form at six streamwise locations in Figure 4 , and show very good agreement with the experimental data. The nearly exact correspondence at the inlet (X/D = -0.25) is due to boundary condition specification from the data. The development of the secondary vortex at the inner wall and its effect on velocity defect in the mainstream is captured accurately. Both the size of this vortex and the magnitude of the streamwise velocities in this secondary flow region are well predicted. The secondary velocities are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 2 for coefficient, D = 0.50, pressure rise coefficient (peak), V = 0.55, rotor notation. shaft angular velocity, co = 113 s -1 , tip velocity, U = 53 m/s. The Reynolds number of the flow based on chord length at midspan and rotor tip speed was 480,000.
A large amount of Laser Doppler Velocimeter, hotwire and five ho,e averaging technique [Popovski and Lakshminarayana (1986) ]. The pressure probe data is available for this rotor. The axial and tangential flowfield near the blade surfaces was measured using a two sensor components of relative velocity were measured from blade to blade at miniature hotwire probe, rotating with the rotor [Lakshminarayana and various chordwise locations inside the passage, using an ensemble Popovski (1987) ]. Additionally, the wakes downstream were 10 Subsonic Compressor Rotor Operating at Peak Pressure Rise Coefficient
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For the passage flow measurements, the tip clearance was 2 mm. The blade tips were shaved to provide a 3.3 mm tip clearance prior to the wake measurements.
In Figure 6a , the 89 x 45 x 45 computational mesh used for this inner calculation is shown. This H-grid was generated using a interactive wall program developed by Beach (1990) , which is described in detail in there. The normal grid spacing on the blade surfaces was 4.7 x 10-4 span. The normal grid spacing at the hub and shroud was 1.9 x 10-3 span. This yielded values of y+-6 at grid points adjacent to the blade surfaces and y+= 30 along the endwalls. It is noted, that for accurate implementation of nearwall two-equation turbulence models, values of y+ should be closer to 1. Resource limitations allowed only 45 blade b) to blade and hub to casing mesh points. For this high Reynolds number rotor flow, the resulting grid compromises between refined nearwall and core region grid resolution in order to provide reasonable mesh clustering everywhere.
In order to account for tip clearance flow, the grid was modified in the immediate vicinity of the shroud, as shown in Figure 6b . This allows for three periodic flow through grid points in the gap region. Such a "thin blade" tip clearance approach has been undertaken by several researchers [see Bansod and Rhie (1990) for example]. In the side wall compressor facility, the location of the interface between rotating and ® = 77•50 stationary segments of the hub is 3 mm upstream of the leading edge at the root. To accommodate this in the flow computation, in the relative frame, a no-slip relative velocity of -wrhub is enforced at all grid points outer inner on the hub for which x < x ;le -3 mm. This is illustrated in Figure 6c .
wall wall Measured inlet axial and tangential velocities, provided in Popovski and Lakshminarayana (1986) , were interpolated onto the inlet plane to pr o\ ide the rotor flow inlet boundary conditions discussed previously. Vr/Vb= 0 .4 .0 .4 .0 .4 .0 .4 .0 .4 A composite law-of-the-wall due to Spalding [see White (1974) for instance] was used to approximate the total velocities between the endwalls and the first measurement location away from these walls.
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The inlet turbulence intensity was specified as .02, and the inlet turbulence length scale as .01 times the blade spacing at midspan. The code was run for 5200 iterations, at which point the RMS density and turbulent kinetic energy residuals had dropped 5.0 orders of magnitude. The computation was then stopped, since the streamwise and radial near-wall velocity profiles remained unchanged after about 4500 iterations. The convergence history for this computation is shown in Figure 6d . This computation required approximately 25 hours on the Cray 2. At convergence, the parabolic stability constraint was more restrictive than the hyperbolic constraint, that is At., < At,, for 6.5 % of the grid points in the domain. Figure 7 , the blade to blade axial velocity distributions, obtained at several spanwise locations by Popovski and Lakshminarayana (1986) , using LDV measurements, is presented with the Navier-Stokes predictions. The rotational inviscid flow features are seen to be well captured by the simulation, including immediately upstream of the leading edge where the presence of the blade gives rise to small velocity magnitudes due to the proximity of the stagnation point (inviscid effect). The effect of tip clearance flow, which interacts with the core flow near the tip (r/r1 = 0.96) to produce a velocity defect near the midpassage is captured qualitatively by the code.
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Detailed blade boundary layer measurements were made for this operating condition, using a rotating hot wire, by Lakshminarayana and Popovski (1987) . In Figures 8 and 9 , the predicted streamwise and radial velocity profiles are compared with measured values. The streamwise boundary layer velocity profile near the hub and midspan regions is captured accurately. The region r/ri;p = 0.92 -0.96 shows c) some discrepancy, in the near wall region. The measured profiles in Popovski and Lakshminarayana (1986) (symbols) and computed distributions (solid lines). Wr/Ws edge Figure 9 . Suction surface radial boundary layer velocity distribution (Wr/Ws edge) for PSU rotor flow, at four spanwise locations. Rotating hot wire measurements due to Lakshminarayana and Popovski (1987) (symbols) and computed distributions (solid lines).
the near wall region of the tip sections, r/rtip = 0.92 -0.96, show a tendency to separate, and this is not captured well by the simulation. This is a region of large radial boundary layer transport interaction with the leakage and secondary flow. Considering these complexities, the predictions are reasonably good.
The radial velocity profiles are shown in Figure 9 . The agreement between experiment and computation is good up to r/r tip = 0.92, and deteriorates as the casing is approached. Some of the discrepancy is attributed to poor resolution of tip clearance flow and the resulting blade unloading in this region. The radial velocities are strongly dependent on both the streamwise velocity defect near the blade surface, and the local radial pressure gradient. Good prediction of radial velocities at r/rtip = 0.58 and 0.75 is due to good prediction of streamwise velocity profiles in this region (compare Figure 8 ). T'._ discrepancy between radial velocity data and prediction from r/rtip = 0.92 to 0.96 is due to poor prediction of streamwise velocity.
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The predicted nearwall gradients, an (Figure 8 ), in these regions are much smaller than their measured values. This gives rise to large discrepancies between measured and predicted radial velocities in the tip regions (Figure 9 ). At hub and midspan, the near wall streamwise and radial velocity predictions, presented in Figures 8 and 9 , are as good as a boundary layer code which utilizes 41 grid points inside the boundary layer [Zhang and Lakshminarayana (1989) ].
Rotor Wakes
Recently, Prato (1990) obtained extensive wake flow measurements for this rotor flow. In Figures 10-12 Figure 10 . Wake axial velocity distribution (Wx/W ease) for PSU rotor flow, at three spanwise locations. Five hole probe measurements due to Prato (1990) (symbols) and computed distributions (solid lines).
W6/We edge Figure 11 . Wake tangential velocity distribution (We/We edge) for PSU rotor flow, at three spanwise locations. Five hole probe measurements due to Prato (1990) three radius ratios, r/rip = 0.57, 0.73 and 0.86. Agreement in the near casing region, r/r,i = 0.96, was not good, due to the dominant tip vortex physics in this region and the relatively crude gap modelling undertaken herein. The simulated wake thicknesses and spreading rates are good. Wake centerline velocities are all well predicted, as is wake spreading rate. The fairly accurate prediction of wake radial velocity profiles, as seen in Figure 12 , is encouraging, considering the low relative magnitude of these spanwise flows. The wake data at r/rtip = 0.57 shows the influence of secondary flow, with both inward and outward radial velocities. Blade rotation gives rise to radially outward components along both the suction and pressure surface boundary layers, while spanwise secondary flow components are radially outward on the suction side and inward on the pressure side. Thus the two effects are additive on the suction side and opposing on the pressure side. This effect has been measured as well as predicted as seen in the wake profiles presented in Figure 12 (r/r^;p = 0.57, s/c=1.02).
Snanwise Mixing Effects and Losses
In Figure 13 , spanwise distributions of circumferentially averaged axial velocity and absolute flow angle are presented at five downstream locations, ranging from the very near wake to the far wake regions. Agreement between experiment and computation is excellent except near the tip. The simulation captures well the radial distribution of these quantities through the extent of the wake. Also, the streamwise increase in V,, and decrease in absolute flow angle near both endwalls is captured. The ability of the code to predict detailed aspects of this flow (boundary layers and wakes) as well as average flow properties across the passage is encouraging.
In Figure 14 , the computed contours of relative stagnation pressure loss coefficient are presented for grid planes coincident with the blade trailing edge and the exit of the computational domain in the far wake. A number of sensible and interesting flow features are apparent in these plots. The loss contours at the trailing edge plane (Figure 14a ) reveal the presence of boundary layers near the blade surfaces where peak loss coefficients as high as 0.50 are predicted. The presence of secondary flow in the hubwall region and the resulting migral uon of low momentum fluid toward the suction side is indicated by the presence of a large loss region near the intersection of the suction surface and hub wall. The presence of high losses near the outer wall reveal the qualitative effect of leakage flow. The scraping vortex (of small radius) at the intersection of the pressure surface and the annulus wall is also captured qualitatively by the computation.
The loss contours far downstream (Figure 14b ) reveal an interesting phenomena related to spanwise and lateral mixing downstream of the blade row. The wake spreading (compare Figures 10-12) , decreases losses near the wake centerline and increases losses away from it. The U=cor effect of transverse mixing increases losses substantially everywhere except in the inviscid core region. The inviscid core region is located approximately in the middle third of the passage, where the losses are nearly zero. The corner flow loss region (at the intersection of suction surface and hub wall) has grown both in the blade to blade and spanwise direction. The radial velocities in the wake on the suction side have transported and elongated this loss region to higher radius.
The most interesting phenomena is in the tip region of Figure 14b .
Here the losses have not only decreased, but very close to the wall negative loss coefficients are predicted. This is caused by spanwise and lateral mixing due to wakes, leakage vortices and secondary flows. This is consistent with the spanwise mixing analysis carried out by Adkins and Smith (1982) , whose results have been reproduced in Figure 15 . Their input loss distribution was based on empirical correlations. The computation was based on a spanwise mixing analysis. The measured values indicate negative loss coefficient near the outer wall, consistent with the present computational results. Additionally, the PSU rotor computation predicts that the loss core in the annulus wall region is washed out by mixing. This is clear evidence that the high loss region observed at the trailing edge in the annulus wall region is "peeled off" by secondary flows and the entire loss core region is convected and diffused to inner radii. The spanwise mixing effects are thus simulated by this Navier-Stokes code, supporting the physical phenomena postulated by Adkins and Smith.
The passage averaged (mass weighted) losses just downstream of the trailing edge, both measured by Prato (1990) and predicted by the present authors, are shown in Figure 16a . The profile losses, away from the endwalls are captured with reasonable accuracy. This provides confidence in the ability of the code and turbulence model Figure 16b . The spanwise mixing phenomena, referred to above, decrease losses in the tip region. This feature is captured by the code, as revealed by good agreement between the data and the computation. Major redistribution of losses occur only in the tip region, where Loss Coefficient intense spanwise and lateral mixing due to leakage flow, secondary Figure 15 . Loss coefficient distributions for General Electric Low flow and wake radial velocities occur. This is consistent with the Speed Research Compressor. This figure is reproduced from Adkins results of Adkins and Smith (1982) . and Smith (1982) . 18 Figure 16 . Passage averaged (mass weighted) relative stagnation pressure loss coefficient, Cp loss , a) in the near wake and b) .66 chord downstream of hub trailing edge. Averaged five hole probe measurements due to Prato (1990) (symbols) and computed distributions (solid lines).
The viscous incompressible flow through a curved duct is predicted accurately, as verified by comparison of CFD validation quality pressure and primary and secondary velocity measurements with computed values.
Overall Performance
Computed and measured flow coefficients and pressure rise coefficients are presented in Table 1 . 
pvx dA a b Values from Lakshminarayana and Popovski (1987) c Note that close agreement for is due to choice of inlet boundary condition (see discussion above).
It it thus evident that the overall pressure rise coefficient (Table 1) as well as overall losses (Figure 16 ) are well predicted.
CONCLUSION
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes procedure has been developed, validated (with benchmark quality data) and used to predict the flow in a compressor rotor.
The flux evaluation scheme presented herein eliminates the metric ambiguity, at the interface between solid and periodic boundaries, associated with standard finite difference approaches. This scheme allows for straightforward inviscid and viscous flux evaluation, at complex rotor passage boundaries, including periodic cascade and tip gap boundaries, and the interface between rotating and stationary sections of the hub.
The three-dimensional anisotropic eigenvalue scaling of artificial dissipation, presented herein, is more important in three-dimensional computations than in two-dimensional computations. Specifically, lower values of a (see Equation 19 ) were required to obtain a convergent solution for the high Reynolds number rotor flow computed herein.
The following conclusions apply to the rotor flow computation:
The viscous flow through a rotor is predicted accurately, including inviscid regions, the stagnation region near the leading edge, blade boundary layers and wakes, and spanwise mixing region downstream. Flow losses and loading coefficient are predicted reasonably well.
The flow in the tip region is resolved qualitatively, with the exception of nearwall streamwise and radial velocity profiles. This is an extremely complex flow region, with dominant effects due to tip leakage flow and annulus wall boundary layer secondary flow. This region of the rotor flowfield requires improved grid resolution and turbulence modelling to account for these effects.
The effects of rotation and endwall secondary flow on the radial velocity profiles in the near wake close to the hub is captured reasonably well.
The ability of the code to capture spanwise and lateral mixing downstream of the rotor has been demonstrated. Specifically, the redistribution of velocities and flow angles was predicted accurately. The effect of mixing in reducing the losses in the tip region was demonstrated. It is the authors' contention that the leakage flow and radial velocities inside the wake are significant contributors to the mixing in this region. The redistribution of losses from the trailing edge region to the far downstream region is captured well.
The code performance, in CPU seconds per grid point per iteration, is commensurate with current state-of-the-art three-dimensional Navier-Stokes codes. Since there is no convergence rate penalty associated with incorporating a two-equation model in the present approach, only the CPU time and memory resources to solve two additional transport equations is required. The three-dimensional code does not currently employ implicit smoothing or a multigrid scheme. Also, full viscous terms and turbulence energy production source terms are retained. For these reasons, the CPU times to convergence presented herein are longer than those typical of recently published calculations performed on similar computers. The CPU times should be reduced significantly as the code is retrofit with these acceleration schemes.
The coupled explicit Navier-Stokes/k -e method provides accurate solution of complex internal flows. This approach retains the simplicity of an explicit procedure while embodying a turbulence model with widely acknowledged advantages over algebraic eddy viscosity models.
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